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一、Emergency Safety Eye Wash Station 

 

Indoor Storage Eye Wash Station 
P/N 807005 
 

The main functions of Indoor Storage Eye Wash 
Station emergency system are: can use eye wash 
normally when the system has no water supply; make 
the temperature of outlet water be little hot in the cold 
weather. The design of overall system meets the 
requirements of ANSI/ISEA Z358-1 2009 standard. 

 
   It provide water to water tank through the check 
valve and strainer, and then controls the way of water 
flow by the  valve to prevent it from flowing back. The 
strainer filtrate the impurities which existed in water. 
The hot water is heated through the electrical tank, which flows into the mixing device 
through booster pump and expansion tank, mixes with cold water, and then provides water 
to eye wash. 
 
   There is a flow-control signal switch on the Eyewash, which connects to DCS. Once 
the Eyewash is used in the work-site, the flow-control switch will sent out a signal to the 
central room. 
 
Product characteristic: 

 Make the temperature of outlet water be little hot through heating the electrical tank, 
 Can use eye wash normally when the system has no water supply 
 Be equipped with air eliminator safety device and vacuum safety device 
 Be equipped with temperature and pressure safety device 
 Adopt cold-hot mixing device to control the temperature of water in the tank 
 The capacity of storage tank:＞2000L 
 Be equipped with thermal insulation 
 Be equipped with recirculation pump and booster pump  
 Be equipped with expansion drum, which used for steadying the pressure of water   
 Can connect to single Eyewash or several Eyewashes 
 Can provide enough water for two sets at the same time 
 Flow of water supply: 60GPM 
 Can connect to DCS; be equipped with explosion proof alarm and explosion proof 

light 
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Outdoor Storage Eye Wash Station  
P/N 807006 
 

The main functions of Outdoor Storage Eye Wash Station emergency system are: 
can use eye wash normally when the system has no water supply; make the temperature 
of outlet water be little hot in the cold weather. The design of 
overall system meets the requirements of ANSI Z358-1 2009 
standard.  

It provide water to water tank through the check valve and 
strainer, and then controls the way of water flow by the valve 
to prevent it from flowing back. The strainer filtrate the 
impurities which existed in water. The hot water is heated 
through the electrical tank, which flows into the mixing 
device through booster pump and expansion tank, mixes 
with cold water, and then provides water to eye wash. 
There is a flow-control signal switch on the Eyewash, which 
connects to DCS. Once the Eyewash is used in the 
work-site, the flow-control switch will sent out a signal to the central room. 
 
Product characteristic: 
 

 Make the temperature of outlet water be little hot through heating the electrical tank 
 Can use eye wash normally when the system has no water supply 
 Be equipped with air eliminator safety device and vacuum safety device 
 Be equipped with temperature and pressure safety device 
 Adopt cold-hot mixing device to control the temperature of water in the tank 
 The capacity of storage tank:＞2000L 
 Be equipped with thermal insulation 
 Be equipped with recirculation pump and booster pump  
 Be equipped with expansion drum, which used for steadying the pressure of water   
 Can connect to single Eyewash or several Eyewashes 
 Can provide enough water for two sets at the same time 
 Flow of water supply: 60GPM 
 Can connect to DCS; be equipped with explosion proof  alarm and explosion proof 

light 
 Be equipped with storage tank device and space heater 
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Horizontal Storage Eye Wash Station 
P/N 807007 
 

The main functions of Horizontal Storage Eye Wash Station emergency system are: 
can use eye wash normally when the system 
has no water supply; make the temperature of 
outlet water be little hot in the cold weather. 
The design of overall system meets the 
requirements of ANSI Z358-1 2009 standard. 
 

The hot water is supplied by electrical 
heated storage tank. Adopt temperature 
controller to control the water temperature in 
tank and to prevent the water from too hot. 
Also it’s equipped with temperature and 
pressure safety valve. The system connects 
to factory water, which depends on the 
pressure of factory water to supply the 
Eyewash. What’s more, it can connect to 
single Eyewash or several Eyewashes for using.  

 
Product characteristic: 
 

 Make the temperature of outlet water be little hot through heating the electrical tank 
 Adopt temperature controller to control the water temperature of water in electrical 

heated device 
 Can use eye wash normally when the system has no water supply 
 Be equipped with temperature and pressure safety device 
 The capacity of storage tank:＞2000L 
 Be equipped with thermal insulation 
 Can connect to single Eyewash or several Eyewashes 
 Flow of water supply: 60GPM 
 Can connect to DCS 
 Be equipped with explosion proof alarm and explosion proof light 
 The whole device mounted on a wooden-steel structure  
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Heat proof Storage Eyewash Station: 
P/N :809002 
 

The main function of Heat proof Storage Eye Wash 

Station emergency system are:  

1. Lower the interior water temperature of Eye wash and 

supply pipe (in the areas where the weather is hot, 

sunshine makes the water in Eye wash and pipe too 

hot. Normally, the outlet water temperature of Eye 

Wash should be below 45℃), to make the outlet water 

temperature be suitable for body.  

2. Can use Eye Wash normally when the water supply is cut off  

 

The design of overall system meets the requirements of ANSI Z358-1 2009 standard. This 
system supplied water pressure and flow through booster pump, it’s rate for 60GPM, it 
can also supply two sets for using at the same time. The system equips recirculation 
pump, to make water in tank ＆ supply pipe are blended fully and consistent with water 
temperature in Eye wash system 

 

Vertical Storage Eyewash Station: 
P/N :807003 
 

The main function of Heat proof Storage Eye Wash Station 

emergency systems are: can use eye wash normally when the 

system has no water supply. T The design of overall system 

meets the requirements of ANSI Z358-1 2009 standard, which 

connects to water supply in work-site. It depends on tank to 

supply water. What’s more, it can connect to Eyewash for using. 

     All the electrical components of system are explosion 
proof, which are suitable for chemical factory. Meanwhile, it has 
a control device. Once Eyewash is used, it will send a signal to central room and activate 
the explosion proof alarm and light.  
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Product characteristic: 
 
 Can use eye wash normally when the system has no water supply 
 The capacity of storage tank：1500—2000L 
 Be equipped with thermal insulation 
 Can be equipped with electrical heater or heating trace cable device 
 Set up water level controller 
 Set up overflow vent device 
 Be equipped with system, which connects to DCS 
 Be equipped with explosion proof alarm and explosion proof light 
 Be equipped with water collection plate to avoid re-contamination 

 
 
 

PP shower room Eyewash Station: 
P/N 807008 
 
Shower room Eyewash Station means that Eyewash is 
installed in shower room to prevent water from flowing to 
worksite, avoids re-contamination. The design of overall 
system meets the requirements of ANSI Z358-1 2009 
standard. 
Product characteristic: 
 

 Shower room adopts stainless steel structure 
 Shower room size: L*W*H=1000*1000*2500 mm 
 Coating material: white PP 
 Coating material thickness: 5 mm 
 Single door structure of shower room 
 Shower room base size: L*W*H =1000*1000*150 mm 
 Base material: white PP 
 Base PP thickness:10 mm 
 Outlet size:1-1/4" or 2 " 
 Can install explosion proof alarm and explosion proof light 
 Can equip system, which connects to DCS 
 Eyewash is installed in shower room 
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Stainless steel shower room Eyewash Station: 
P/N 807008 
 

Stainless steel shower room Eyewash Station means that 
Eyewash is installed in shower room to prevent water from flowing 
to worksite which can avoid re-contamination. The design of overall 

system meets the requirements of ANSI Z358-1 2009 standard.  
 
Product characteristic: 
 

 Shower room adopts stainless steel structure 
 Coating material: SS 304 material 
 Coating material thickness:1mm 
 Shower room base size: L*W*H =1000*1000*150 mm 
 Single door structure of shower room 
 Be equipped with slip-resistant mat 
 Inlet size: 1-1/4"( Inlet can be set at the top of shower room or middle part ) 
 Outlet size:1-1/4" or 2 " 
 Eyewash is installed in shower room 
 Can connect to DCS; be equipped with explosion proof alarm and explosion proof 

light 
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二、Emergency Eyewash & shower series  

 
□ 801001 
Immersed ABS Eyewash & shower 
□ 801002 
Stainless steel Eyewash & shower  

Product characteristic: 
 

 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed on the ground of 
work-site directly 

 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is above 0℃ 
 Main material: SS304 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut off 

unless man-made factors 
 Washing time:＞ 15 MIN 
 Set up dual-inlet 
 The requirement of water pressure: 0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size:1-1/4",FNPT 
 Outlet size:1-1/4",FNPT 
 Flow of shower:＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash:＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash:＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye Wash system, which installed manual operated pressure 

regulating device 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 801005 
Auto-empty anti-freeze immersed ABS Eyewash & shower 
□ 801006 
Auto-empty anti-freeze stainless steel ABS Eyewash & shower 
 

Product characteristic:  
 

 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed 
on the ground of work-site directly 

 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 0℃, the 
permafrost layer is less than 500mm 

 Auto-empty the stagnant water in Eyewash to avoid icing after 
using 

 Main material: SS304 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut 

off unless man-made factors 
 Washing time:＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirement of water pressure: 0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size:1-1/4",FNPT 
 Outlet size:1-1/4",FNPT 
 Flow of shower:＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash:＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash:＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye Wash system, which installed manual operated pressure regulating device 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 801012 
Auto-empty anti-freeze immersed ABS underground Eyewash & shower  
□ 801013 
Auto-empty anti-freeze stainless steel underground 
Eyewash & shower  

Product characteristic: 
 

 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed on 
the ground of work-site directly 

 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 0℃, the 
permafrost layer is less than 500mm 

 Inlet of water and anti-freeze device are installed under the 
permafrost layer 

 Auto-empty the stagnant water in Eyewash to avoid icing after 
using 

 Main material: SS304 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut 

off unless man-made factors 
 Washing time:＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirement of water pressure: 0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size:1-1/4",FNPT 
 Outlet size:1-1/4",FNPT 
 Flow of shower:＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash:＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash:＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye Wash system, which installed manual operated pressure regulating device 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 801021 
ADV Anti-freeze immersed ABS Eyewash ＆ Shower 
□ 801022 
ADV Anti-freeze stainless steel Eyewash ＆ Shower 
 

Product characteristics   
 Adopted advanced anti-freeze temperature detector to 

prevent the Eyewash and forepart supply pipe from icing. 
 Anti-freeze device activated in a small flow when the water 

temperature reaches 3℃ 
 Anti-freeze device will shut off automatically when the 

temperature is higher than 3℃ 
 Anti-freeze device activated in a large flow when the water 

temperature reaches 0℃. 
 There is an auto-empty device in Eyewash system 
 Inlet is on the shower rail; anti-freeze device is installed in 

eyewash system. According to the way of water, there is no 
dead corner in the Eyewash. Also, it makes sure the water 
quality.   

 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is 
installed on the ground of work-site directly. 

 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 0℃ 
 Main material：SS304 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut off unless 

man-made factors 
 Shower time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure ：0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Flow of shower：＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 801024 
Anti-scald immersed ABS Eyewash ＆ Shower 
□ 801025 
Anti-scald stainless steel Eyewash ＆ Shower 
 
Product characteristics  

 Adopted advanced anti-freeze temperature detector to prevent the 
Eyewash and forepart supply pipe from getting too hot. 

 Anti-scald device activated in a small flow when the water 
temperature reaches 30℃ 

 Anti-scald device will shut off automatically when the temperature is 
below 30℃ 

 Anti-scald device activated in a large flow when the water 
temperature reaches 38℃. 

 Inlet is on the shower rail; anti-freeze device is installed in eyewash 
system. According to the way of water, there is no dead corner in 
the Eyewash. Also, it makes sure the water quality. 

 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed on 
the ground of work-site directly. 

 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is above 30℃ 
 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut off unless man-made 

factors 
 Shower time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure ：0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Flow of shower：＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 801027 
Anti-freeze &anti-scald immersed ABS vertical Eyewash &Shower 
□ 801028 
Anti-freeze & anti-scald stainless steel  vertical Eyewash &Shower 
  

Product characteristics  
 Adopted advanced anti-freeze temperature detector to prevent the 

Eyewash and forepart supply pipe from getting too hot. 
 Anti-scald device activated in a small flow when the water temperature 

reaches 3℃ 
 Anti-scald device will shut off automatically when the temperature is 

above 3℃ 
 Anti-scald device activated in a large flow when the water temperature 

reaches 0℃. 
 There is an auto-empty device in Eyewash system 
 Inlet is on the shower rail; anti-freeze device is installed in eyewash 

system. According to the way of water, there is no dead corner in the 
Eyewash. Also, it makes sure the water quality. 

 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed on the 
ground of work-site directly. 

 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut off unless man-made 

factors 
 Shower time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure ：0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Flow of shower：＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 801004ABS 
Electric trace heating Eyewash & Shower 
 

Product characteristics： 
 Adopt electrical heating cable to control temperature, prevent 

inside water of system from icing. 
 Setting up temperature controller to control the temperature of 

water 
 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 0℃ 
 power of electrical heating cable：160W 
 voltage：220VAC/IPH/50HZ 
 electric current:15mA 
 Explosion proof grade of junction box：EX D IIB T4 
 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed 

on the ground of work-site directly. 
 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut 

off unless man-made factors 
 Shower time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure ：0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Flow of shower：＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 

 
Remark ： 

 Heating Eyewash & Shower just plays the role of heat preservation and anti-freeze, 
but can’t increase temperature of outlet water. 
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□ 801007 
Electrical heating immersed ABS Eyewash & Shower 
□ 801008 
Electrical heating stainless steel Eyewash & Shower  
 

Product characteristics： 

 Adopt central heating method to enhance 15℃ of eye wash water 
temperature effectively 

 Be equipped with temperature controller to control the temperature 
of water 

 Setting up electrical heating working indicator 
 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 5℃ 
 small anti-freeze power of heater：100W。 
 large power of heater heats up water：10KW 
 voltage：380 VAC/3PH/50HZ 
 electric current：15 A 
 Explosion proof grade of junction box：EX D IIB T4 
 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed on 

the ground of work-site directly. 
 There is an auto-empty device in Eyewash system 
 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut off unless man-made 

factors 
 Shower time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure：0.2—0.3 MPa。 
 Inlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″，FNPT 
 Flow of shower：＞75.7 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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三、Vertical eye wash 

 
□ 802001 
Immersed ABS vertical eye wash ABS 
□ 802002 
Stainless steel vertical eye wash  
 
 

Product characteristics： 
 Eye wash system without shower, which is installed on the 

ground of work-site directly. 
 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 0℃ 
 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be 

shut off unless man-made factors 
 Eye wash time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure：0.2—0.3 MPa。 
 Inlet size：1/2″.FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″.FNPT 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure 

regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 802005 
Auto-empty anti-freeze immersed ABS vertical eye wash 
□ 802006 
Auto-empty anti-freeze stainless steel  vertical eye wash 
 

Product characteristics  
 Eye wash system without shower, which is installed on the 

ground of work-site directly. 
 Be applicable for areas where the temperature in winter is 

below 0℃,the permafrost layer is less than 500mm 
 Auto-empty the stagnant water in the eye wash vessel to avoid 

icing  
 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be 

shut off unless man-made factors 
 Eye wash time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure：0.2—0.3 MPa。 
 Inlet size：1/2″.FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″.FNPT 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure 

regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 802007 
Electrical heating immersed ABS Eye wash 
□ 802008 
Electrical heating stainless steel Eye wash 
  

Product characteristics  
 Adopt central heating method to enhance 15℃ of eye wash 

water temperature effectively 
 Be equipped with temperature controller to control the 

temperature of water 
 Setting up electrical heating working indicator 
 Be applicable for areas where the temperature is below 5℃ 
 Small anti-freeze power of heater：100W。 
 Large power of heater heats up water：10KW 
 Voltage：380 VAC/3PH/50HZ 
 Electric current：15 A 
 Explosion proof grade of junction box：EX D IIB T4 
 Be equipped with shower system and eye wash. It is installed on the ground of work-site 

directly. 
 There is an auto-empty device in Eyewash system 
 Main material：SS304。 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it won’t be shut off unless man-made 

factors 
 Eye wash time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure：0.2—0.3 MPa。 
 Inlet size： 1/2″.FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″.FNPT 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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四、Wall-mounted Eye wash 

 
□ 803001 
Immersed ABS wall-mounted eye wash 
□ 803002 
Stainless steel wall-mounted eye wash 
 

Product characteristics:  
 

 Eye wash system without shower, which is 
installed on the ground of work-site directly. 

 Be applicable for areas where the 
temperature in winter is above 0℃ 

 Main material：SS304 
 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower 

switch, it won’t be shut off unless man-made factors 
 Eye wash time：＞ 15 MIN 
 The requirements of water pressure：0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size： 1/2″.FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″.FNPT 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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□ 803005 
Auto-empty anti-freeze immersed ABS over ground wall-mounted eye wash 
□ 803006 
Auto-empty anti-freeze stainless steel over ground wall-mounted eye wash 
 

Product characteristics:  
 Eye wash system without shower, which is installed 

on the ground of work-site directly. 
 Be applicable for areas where the temperature in 

winter is below 0℃,the permafrost layer is less than 
500mm 

 Auto-empty the stagnant water in the eye wash 
vessel to avoid icing after using 

 Once activate the Eyewash and Shower switch, it 
won’t be shut off unless man-made factors 

 Eye wash time：＞ 15 MIN 
 he requirements of water pressure：0.2—0.3 MPa 
 Inlet size：1/2″.FNPT 
 Outlet size：1-1/4″.FNPT 
 Flow of Eye Wash：＞1.5 L/MIN 
 Flow of Eye/Face Wash：＞11.4 L/MIN 
 Eye wash system installed manual operated pressure regulating device. 
 Be equipped with LED-type nameplate 
 Be equipped with yellow-black safety warning belt 
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五、Portable eye wash  

 

16 Gallon Portable Eye Wash  
P/N 804008 
 
Product characteristics: 
1、Material：non-toxic PE 
2、One-off molding by mould 
3、Color：green 
4、Capacity：16 gallon 
5、Flushing time: Over 15minutes 

Small Handcart Portable Eye Wash 
P/N 804007 
 
Product characteristics: 

1、Can move to any position for using in work site 
2、Color：green 
3、Capacity：16 gallon 
4、Flushing time: Over 15minutes 
5、Fit with 16 gallon portable eye wash for using. 
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37 gallon stainless steel portable eye wash 
P/N 804011 
 
Product characteristics: 

 Material：SS304 
 Capacity：37gallon 
 Flushing time: Over 15minutes 
 Provide small handcart 

 

12 gallon stainless steel portable eye wash 
P/N 804012 
 
Product characteristics: 

 Material：SS304 
 Capacity：12 gallon  
 Flushing time: Over 15minutes 
 Can provide long hosepipe single-end eye wash  
 Can provide small handcart 

 

18 gallon stainless steel portable eye wash 
P/N 804013 
 
Product characteristics: 

 Material：SS304 
 Capacity：18 gallon 
 Flushing time: Over 15minutes 
 Can provide long hosepipe single-end eye wash 
 Can provide small handcart  
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六、Laboratory eye wash 

 

Laboratory Eyewasher (with eyewash 

bowl) 
P/N 805003 
 
Product characteristics: 

 Material：SS304 immersed ABS 
 Be mounted on the operating platform for using 
 Be equipped with eyewash bowl 
 Eye wash bowl & eye wash elbow adopt ABS material
 Inlet size：1/2"   
 Outlet size：1-1/4" 

Double-head laboratory eyewasher 
 P/N 805005 
 
Product characteristics: 

 Material：brass material coated ABS 
 Double-head for washing 
 Adopt extract-type for eye wash  
 Inlet size：1/2" 

 

Single-head laboratory Eyewasher 

P/N 805006 
 

Product characteristics: 
 Material：brass material coated ABS 
 Single-head for washing 
 Adopt extract-type for eye wash 
 Inlet size：1/2" 
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七、spray shower、shower head  

 
Immersed ABS floor-type spray shower 
P/N 806001 
Product characteristics:  
 

 Material：SS304 immersed ABS 
 Color ：Yellow 
 Inlet size：1-1/4" FNPT 
 Mounted on the ground of work-site directly    
 Flow of shower head ：＞75.7 L/MIN 

 
 
Immersed ABS access wall spray shower 
P/N 806003 
 
Product characteristics: 

 Material：SS304 immersed ABS 
 Color ：Yellow 
 Inlet size：1" FNPT 
 Mounted on the wall of work-site directly  
 Flow of shower head ：＞75.7 L/MIN 
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Immersed ABS shower head   

P/N 806005 
 
Product characteristics： 

 Material：SS304 immersed ABS 
 Color ：Yellow 
 Inlet size：1" FNPT 
 Mounted on the ceiling of work-site directly  
 Flow of shower head ：＞75.7 L/MIN 

 

 
 
 
Stainless steel floor-type spray shower   
 
P/N 806002 
 
Product characteristics： 

 Material：SS304  
 Inlet size：1-1/4" FNPT 
 Mounted on the ground of work-site directly 

head 
 Flow of shower head：＞75.7 L/MIN  

 

Stainless steel access wall spray shower   
P/N 806004 
 
Product characteristics： 

 Material：SS304  
 Inlet size：1" FNPT 
 Mounted on the wall of work-site directly  
 Flow of shower head：＞75.7 L/MIN 
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Stainless steel shower head 
Product Code : P/N 806006 
 
Product characteristics： 

 Material：SS304  
 Inlet size：1" FNPT 
 Mounted on the ceiling of work-site directly  
 Flow of shower head：＞75.7 L/MIN 

  

 

 

八、Components of Eyewash  

Secondary coding： 
□ S1 
Name：ABS shower head  

 Material：ABS 
 Color ：Yellow 
 Diameter：250mm 
 Thickness：5.0mm  

□ S2 
Name：SS304 shower head 

 Material：SS304 
 Diameter：292mm 
 Thickness：1.0mm 

 

□ E1 
Name：ABS eye wash elbow 

 Material：ABS 
 Color ：Yellow 
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□ E2 
Name：SS304 eye wash elbow 
Material：SS304 

 
□ E3 
Name：EPE eye wash elbow 

 Material：ABS 
 Color：Green 

 
□ B1 
Name：ABS eye wash bowl 

 Material：ABS 
 Color：Yellow or Green  
 Diameter：250mm 
 Thickness：5.0mm 

 

□ B2 
Name：SS304 eye wash bowl 

 Material：SS304 
 Diameter：292mm 
 Thickness：1.0mm  

□ B3 
Name ： Flip-type SS304 Eye 

wash bowl 
 Material：SS304 
 Diameter：292mm 
 Thickness：1.0mm 
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Tertiary coding 
 
□ F 
Name：Connect to DCS 
Technical parameters： 
 

 Sent a switch signal or export a 4—20mA 
electricity signal 

 Can set normally open or normally closed 
 Explosion proof：EX D II B T4 

□ A 
Name：Explosion proof alarm 
Technical parameters： 

 Voltage：24DC、220VAC or 380VAC 
 Alarm way：sound and light 
 Alarm 分贝：＞98dB 
 Explosion grade：EX D IIB T4 

 

 
□ L 
Name：Explosion proof light  
Technical parameters： 

 Voltage：24DC、220VAC or 380VAC 
 Power：100W 
 Explosion proof grade：EX D IIB T4 
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Four Coding 
 
□ T 
Name：Explosion proof timing draining device 
Technical parameters： 
 

 Drain water in pipes timely 
 Keep the water quality 
 Set to drain water for 1-6 minutes timely in 24 

hours. 
 Explosion proof grade：EX D IIB T4 

 
 

□ CP 
Name：waste collection plate  
 
Technical parameters： 

 Collect waste water to avoid secondary pollution: 
 Material :PP 
 Thickness：10 mm 
 Size：L*W*H=1000*1000*150 mm 
 Outlet size：2 " 
 Outlet Direction：Horizontal or Vertical 

 
□ SC 
Name：Shower Curtain 
 
Technical parameters： 

 Prevent the water from spraying to everywhere 
when use shower head.  

 Material ：PVC 
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Fifth Coding 
 
□ SWS 
Name：single-head eye wash 
 
Technical parameters： 

 Single-head for washing 
 Length of tube：1200mm 
 Inlet size：1/2" 

 

 
□ FLT 
Name：Filter 
 
Technical parameters： 

 Material：SS304 
 Filtering specifications：100 mesh 
 Size：1-1/4" 

  

□ REG 
Name：Reducing valve  
 
Technical parameters： 

 Material：SS304 
 Size：1-1/4" 
 Reducing to：0.2-0.3 MPa 
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Six coding： 
 
□ PI 
Name：Pressure Indicator 
 
Technical parameters： 
 

 
□ TI 
Name：Temperature Indicator 
 
Technical parameters： 
 

 
□ ELCB 
Name ： Earth Leakage Circuit 
Breaker  
Technical parameters： 
 

 
 


